**Universal Bracket Mounting / User Instructions**

**Mounting Bracket**

**Mounting Adapter removed from Mounting Bracket**

**Straps** to loop around bike frame.

**Mounting Adapter** to secure cable to mounting bracket.
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**Step 1**: Place the bracket base on the bicycle frame and loop the straps around the bike frame, inserting the end of the straps into the screw slots.

**Step 2**: Tighten with the provided screws. Cut off the excess straps once the base is secure.
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**Step 3:** To attach the mounting adapter onto the bike cable, slide the mounting adapter off from the mounting bracket. *Note: When the Master® logo is front faced, slide adapter to the right.

**Step 4:** The mounting adapter should be ready to house the bike cable.
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**Step 5:** Unscrew the screws on the mounting adapter, and remove the top portion of the adapter. Place cable in the adapter.

**Step 6:** Place the top portion of the mounting adapter as close to the bottom portion. Next, while holding tight both portions together, tighten screws for a secure fit.
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**Step 7:** Your cable should now be installed in your mounting adapter.

**Step 8:** To use, slide the mounting adapter all the way onto the mounting bracket until you feel a slight catch. Your cable is now securely mounted.